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Easy 3D book

Hey! Here's a new free tutorial explaining the way to make a 3D book, easy  
customizable for change. A good way to spotlight a book for a tv channel or  
what else client you are working for. 

•01•        
Scan the cover of the book closest to the edges, in 200 dpi resolution. Scan too the printed 
slide of the book again at 200 dpi.

Open  those  two  elements  in  Photoshop  and  verify the  captures  are  clean  and right. 
Sometimes you need to trim the edges slightly or clean a spot or fold .

Select the slice, copy-it and paste-it over the cover's layer, right in the middle.
Verify the up and down edges really goes to edges of the document. Do a  Ctrl+A (to all 
select ) and go in Picture/Crop to be sure nothing exceeds.

Save the document in psd mode.

•02•        
Open After Effects, import the 
created files choosing the mode : 
Composition  -  Retain  Layer 
Sizes

Create a new Comp “1-Base3D“ 1200 x 2000 pixels size 30 seconds and drop and it the 2 
layers (cover and slide). Activate the 3D mode.

Change the Anchor point of the Cover at 0, 0, 0. 
This Anchor point needs to take the up left corner of the cover

Change the position to 600, 1000, 0. 

•03•        
Select now the slice layer. Alt-click on the AnchorPoint stopwatch for activate the 
expression and copy this one :
a =width; 
b =height; 
x = transform.position[0];
y = transform.position[1] ;
z = transform.position[2] ;
x = 0 + a;
y = 0;
[x,y,z]       

This expression will automatically transfer the slice's Anchor Point to the up right corner.
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Enter then the value for the position : x : 600,5  y : 1000  z :  0

Change rotation y to +90.
The slice's layer will always be well fixed to the cover.

•04•        
Create a white solid of 100px on 100px to do the book's thickness. 

Change to 3D and move the rotation x to +90°.

Create an expression on position and use the PickWhip to tied it to the position of the 
cover's layer.

thisComp.layer("couverture").transform.position

Create an expression on the scale stopwatch :

A = transform.scale[0];
B = transform.scale[1];
C = transform.scale[2];
A = thisComp.layer("couverture").width;
B = thisComp.layer("tranche").width;
[A,B,C]

An easy to understand expression, that  
adapt the layer's size to the width of the  
cover and the slice.

The 3D base of the book is quite ready. 
In the personalized view, you should get  
something like this.
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•05•        
Add a 

Concentrated 
Light and change 
the values like on 

the capture shown 
against.

Verify that the book is well lighted and ajust the position if needed.

•06•        
Create a new composition TV size (for me it's 1050x576, 20 seconds). Call it “2-Titre“. We 
are going to make the turning page reaveling the title and the author.

Create a solid of 375px width on 576 high. It's name : “CacheTexte“.
Place it against the left border of the comp.
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•07•        
Add a black solid Comp size, with an effect “grid“ and the following settings. Call this solid  
“Grille“ of course :-). In french it means “Grid“.

Duplicate the layer 
CacheTexte and place it 
above the layer “Grille“.

Activate the  Alpha 
cache for the grid.

•08•        
With  the   text  tool,  write  the  title  of  the  book  (font 
Impact) and below the name of the author (Verdana or 
other font if you have a graphic chart). Set the  size and 
the interline in a way to align the words with the line of 
the grid.
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•09•        
Create a new composition V size, called 3-BG picture, that will get the background. 

If you client has a graphic chart take it, other wise, as i did here, take a scanned capture of 
the cover, in high definition (300dpi at least). Or what else you like.. 

•10•        
Finally create a new composition always TV size, called 4-Easy3DBook, wich will group all 
the different elements we made.

Sart by creating a white solid comp size.

Drag above the comp 3-BG Picture at 70% opacity (that's why we placed un white solid  
below) and add him the effects : Curve, Tint/Saturation et Fast blur. See the settings 
below

•11•        
Add on top the 1-Base3D comp 
with the rasterize (*) option, 
make it 3D and duplicate it.

Add une “Drop shadow“ at the below copy, with the option Shadow only activate, and with 
50% opacity, 5 for distance and 20 for smooth. Move this layer at x: 890, y: 1300, and z: 0 
and parent it to the layer 1-Base3D.

Because our Background is 2D, it will be easyer to simulate the shadow on it.
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•12•        
Drag the comp 2-Titre on top, and add the CC Page Turn effect. 

At 00:15, enter the following settings : 

And  at  01:04,  modify  the 
Fold Position at 421, 581.
Smooth  the  second 
keyframe.

•13•        
Add a white ambiant Light  at 20% of intensity.

Add a Spot Light settled like this :

You may parent this Light to the 1-Base3D layer.
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•14•        
Add a camera and a Null object (call it ControlCam). Parent the camera to the 
ControlCam layer. It's the one you'll use to move the camera.

The book is off camera at the beginning : position 3500, 2260, -12 and rotation y : 24.
At 01:15, position becomes  1020, 17, 1150 and rotation y : 10.
At 19:24, position becomes 1800, 76, 2500.

•15•        
The Ambiant Light is 20%. You may need to change it along your animation to get the best  
render.
The Spot Light is at 228% at the beginning and 110% at the end.

•16•        
Add a Adjustement layer with Reduce Interlace flicker effect at 0,5.

•17•        
The work is now over. When you want to change the book, you just need to import new 
captures of the cover and the slice, and to replace the elements.
 
To do so, open Comp 1-base3D and select the layer Cover. Then, in the Project window, 
take the new cover footage and alt+drop it on the selected cover in the timeLine.
 
Do the same for the slide. 

They will automatically take the good size, orientation and perfectly fit together.
Change the title and the author name.
Verify the way the book moves in Comp 4. Adapt or modify as needed.
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That's the end of this tutorial. Do a ram preview to verify everything is allright.
Don't  hesitate  to  modify,  change,  search,  try,  bref,  to  be  curious.  Possibilities  are  
numerous...the fun comes from the discover.
Dont' hesitate to use this tuto not to sell it.
Don't  hesitate  to  let  me  a  links  of  your  work  a  to  send  me  a  message  on  my  blog  
http://4after.wordpress.com .

Hoping this has been usefull for you and that you enjoyed it.

Good after'

Sandeman
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